Is your business ready to accept the challenge of online power ?

Click and discover the power of Aristocrat’s exclusive services

A POWER HOUSE OF YOUR COMPLETE

NEEDS

Aristocrat Services is a Atlanta(USA) based IT and technical
service provider firm established in early 2005 delivering high
quality, cost effective, reliable result oriented solutions on time
for global and local clientele .The startling leap and substantial
growth of Aristocrat Services is an outcome of a strategic
workforce and core values of the organization. We believe in
delivering top-notch services at competitive prices, while
striving to be the market leader by adding value to everything
we render. With a view to make a difference in the Internet
space and technical services, we highlight on innovative
business strategies and creative solutions, without
depreciating the quality.
We are an enterprise great mixture of Professionalism, Skill,
Expertise & Experience always work for your business bringing
in maximum return on your investment in shortest possible
time .Our purpose is to equip our client with cutting edge
technology and competitive strategies by providing enterprise
solutions and the required buoyancy regarding the problem.

Vision of Aristocrat Services is to
have ‘Inspired Leadership in every
Relationship and Interaction'. Every step
forward approaching the goal is a result of
effective management leadership. We intend
to explore a new path on every project we
undertake and set our footprints by achieving
qualitative results .We believe every
interaction is an opportunity to explore new
relationships and associations. Through
effective communication and quality
deliverance, we maintain, nurture, and foster
existing relationships to a new level.

Printer Sales Service and Leasing
We are Expert in all kinds of printer servicing, sales and
leasing.Demonstrated ability to streamline operations and provide
business solutions to increase company productivity and return on
investment through direct cost savings associated with internal projects.
You are never alone as we follow up to assure maintenance is performed
periodically, quickly and efficiently. If you have an older machine we will
give you an honest opinion on whether it is feasible to upgrade or
purchase a new one. We can get you an allowance for your older printer
towards the purchase of newer more cost saving equipment.

Call Us On
001-770-792-0036

OR
Write To
info@aristotec.com

WE WILL ALLEVIATE ALL YOUR PRINTING CONCERNS
All our technicians will provide you with proof of certification to service
all equipment upon request. Laser printers require require proper
cleaning and maintenance. We clean equipment as part of the repair
process at no additional cost. We use the Omega Supreme! So many
times clients have expressed their delight when we share that keeping
their laser printer free of excess toner extends fuser and cartridge life.

Solution Of Computer Technical
and Networking Problems
*Technicians are Certified as DSL Field. *Service Engineers. *Hewlett
Packard and Lexmark Laser Printer Repair Technicians. *PC & Server
Technicians. *All Microsoft Certified. *LINUX/UNIX Support upon request.
*Upgrade specialitist.
We setup networks that include running cable, wall boxes, plates, routers,
hubs and configuration. We also install wireless networks. We also setup
shares for your Internet connections for multiple computers with
professional manner.
Visit to know more - http://www.aristotec.com/contact.php OR http://www.aristotec.com/quote.php

Web Design Development And Maintenance
What we design? Great Websites....Great Values
With development of Web 2.0, having website is not enough, you need user friendly,
seo friendly websites. Our team of highly skilled designers are experts in creating
websites with flare, zing and further ensure to provide 100% customer satisfaction.
Being a leading Web Development company we are geared to develop attractive,
fast-loading, search engine optimized sites with easy and user-friendly navigation.
Our team of expert web developers deliver creativity bundled with technical expertise
to give that crucial zing, presence and impact to your website.
TURN VISITORS INTO CUSTOMERS
Not many website design company offer the level of custom website design service
that we guarantee to offer. We have a team of professional web designers who work
with you to initially analyze your business needs, give you practical advice and
guidance, and then deliver the best solutions according to your needs. Perhaps during
our analyzing process, we run through a set of questionnaires to fully understand
your company and target customers as well. We then put together a website redesign
proposal which usually includes- . Wireframe layout of the new look. . Outline of the
user journey route that you want your online visitors to take while navigating your
website . A list of services that you never thought you would ever need, but is
important for the success of your website. Our designing is the branding method for
your company and can be considered as the most important step in being successful
online. Generally, custom web design solutions differ a lot in terms of complexity and
functionality and so we offer a standard solution which is very flexible yet competitive
depending on your individual requirements.
Fresh information ensures people have a reason to return to your site.
SO we work with each client to make sure their site is maintained in a manner
appropriate to their needs.Website maintenance includes revising, editing, or
otherwise changing existing web pages to keep your website up to date. The periodic
addition of new web pages is also part of maintenance services.The rules by which
search engines list sites change constantly. Without updating and taking account of
these new rules, a web site can easily become 'lost' in search engine listings.
Visit to know more - http://www.aristotec.com/contact.php OR http://www.aristotec.com/quote.php
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SEO Online Reputation Management Branding & Promotion
Today, the success of any Internet Business depends on the traffic it receives and
approximately 80% of the traffic comes through search engines. Search Engine
Optimization is a technique used by majority of websites to rank higher among
search engines in the result pages. Millions of people use search engines to find
certain information. Are they able to locate your website? Does your website have
the effective keywords and related links to attract enough visitors everyday? Getting
a website designed is easy and a short process. However, if there are no visitors
on your site, your products and services wouldn't be known to anyone. Generating
traffic on your website is not an automatic process.With the help of Search Engine
Optimization (SEO), Aristotec Service’s can ensure higher ranking of your website
on search engine results. This will, in turn, ensure more clicks and a steady stream
of traffic that will help generate more sales.
Does your online presence and perfectly complement your offline goodwill? Is there
a positive aura around your brand’s online reputation? Is your brand protected from
online miscreants who make the most of the uncontrolled internet environment?
With Aristocrat Service's Online Reputation Management Solutions, we create
various online assets that ensure that your audience sees what you want them to
see; they read what you want them to read.Online Reputation Management enables
you to protect and manage your reputation by becoming actively involved in the
outcome of search engine results by creating online assets - assets that are owned
and controlled by you.
There are millions of products and services all over the world, each claiming to be
the best product ever. Do you have a product that would cut the clutter and stand
out among others? Even if you do, do people know about it? If no, you need
professional product branding services provided by ARISTOCRAT SERVICES.
Branding your product is quite significant for the growth of your business, and it's a
lengthy procedure. It's not just a slogan or a logo. It's an emotion that arises in
customers' mind when they hear about your company, or look at your logo. The key
to derive an effective product branding is to generate desired emotion. Product
Branding is not only for products, it’s for services as well. However, creating a brand
is not a process or a goal that can be achieved overnight. It might take months or
even years to create a loyal, reputed brand. As per your requirement we would
analyse and suggest the best suitable solution to promote your Brand, Business
and Product online sucessfully .
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E - Commerce Website Development And Maintenance
e-commerce is the latest mantra for selling your products/services across the globe.
With the availability of online payment gateway, online integration with shipping
companies like UPS etc., inventory management, online support, global reach, setting
up an ecommerce website is the most convenient and most cost effective way of
buying/selling products/services.The focus for an e-commerce business will be a
website incorporating product information and the ability to purchase or make orders
online. At Aristocrat Services we use the latest database technology to create
e-Commerce solutions for your new or existing business. At Aristocrat Services, an
E-commerce Application Development Company we use the latest database driven
technology to create e-Commerce solutions known as online store/shop for your new
or existing business where users from all around of world can purchase and browse
your offered product or services online for 24/7 basis.
ARISTOCRAT SERVICES E-commerce specialists will set up online credit card
purchasing facilities, booking request forms, design your database, store front and
administration interface, program your website to interact with the database, set up
your website with a payment processor and also host your site.
Some of the critical advantages of having an e-commerce website are mentioned
below.
* User friendly as it provides easy management of information, content, photos, videos
and other required items without a professional designer's help.
* An administrator of website can have access to all the pages and editable
information stored in it.
* Intricate tasks like providing quotations, estimation, or presentation of customized
sales can be performed with no trouble.
We make it an effortless task for our clients to maintain their business through an
e-commerce website, which can be further designed and modified by any individual
with security access. It's an open book for administrators and remarkable stopover
for visitors. Below are most important architecture of good e-commerce website.
Ÿ Structure & Design

Ÿ Shopping Cart & Payment Gateway integration

Ÿ Transaction Security

Ÿ

Shipping Method & Tax Calculator Integration
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Software And Computer Application Development
ARISTOCRAT SERVICES is a leading outsourced product development company
from Atlanta (USA) and has focused in this space since inception. Our outsourced
product development model delivers high quality, reliable and cost-effective
Software Product Lifecycle services to globally and locally. ARISTOCRAT
SERVICES's Global Delivery Model for Software Product Development enables
product development companies (a.k.a. independent software vendors (ISV) or
software publishers) to reduce their cost of software product development
dramatically while keeping control on the product architecture. It also enables easy
ramping up and ramping down of product teams based on business priorities.
ARISTOCRAT SERVICES has developed a unique joint-venture model of partnering
with software companies to create a dedicated virtual offshore subsidiary
complemented by highly skilled product engineering experts-on-demand. We
partner with software companies for world-class product development by aligning
technology and competency based domain excellence centers that drive long-term
value to our clients through knowledge retention. This offers the best of both worlds;
the flexibility of outsourcing combined with the control of a captive subsidiary without
the drawbacks of either. Our services assist ISVs to reduce their cost of product
development dramatically while keeping a control on the product architecture,
intellectual property, and dedicated project teams. READ HERE MORE
ARISTOCRAT SERVICES's custom application development services provide the
IT backbone for our clients business. Our expert technical team understands your
application requirements thoroughly, prepares architecture, develops, tests and
finally implements it. We rely on industry-standard software development practices
and rigorously test the applications to ensure defect-free delivery. ARISTOCRAT
SERVICES's traction in cutting-edge custom / bespoke application development,
updated technology, web application development & software solutions helps our
clients with a lengthier shelf-life of applications with minimum maintenance and
support requirements. ARISTOCRAT SERVICES's Process Management
Framework ensures that applications are rapidly architecture, developed, tested
and implemented. Our domain knowledge allows us to develop scalable and flexible
application architecture incorporating business logics, presenting our clients with
next-generation applications that generates greater efficiency through high level of
automation. READ HERE MORE
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LOGO Graphics Design And Animation
To understand what a logo is meant to do, we first must know what a logo is. A
logo’s design is for immediate recognition, inspiring trust, admiration, loyalty and
an implied superiority. The logo is one aspect of a company’s commercial brand,
or economic entity, and its shapes, colours, fonts, and images usually are
different from others in a similar market. Logos are also used to identify
organisations and other non-commercial entities. It makes wonder why people
have no logo or why they would even bother with a cheap logo design if a logo
is meant to do all of these things?Logo design in today’s world is totally under
rated. More Reasons Why LOGO design does not cost $5.00.
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» A logo should be unique and identical.
» A logo is the very first impression people get of your company.
» A logo needs longevity.
» A logo needs to be original.
» A logo should look professional.

Visit to know more
http://www.aristotec.com/contact.php

» A logo should reflect the time and thought gone in to designing it.
» A logo is the starting point of your whole corporate image.

OR
http://www.aristotec.com/quote.php

Know more about LOGO design @ Here
Stimulate your visual appearance
Our expert Graphic designers at ARISTOCRAT SERVICES have unbound imagination and
professional expertise to deliver a graphic design solution tailored to your message. For us
every graphic requirement comes as an individual challenge and we push ourselves to the
limits to create something which belongs to only you. We ensure that graphics created for
the web are fast loading, are easy to navigate and enhance your web solutions overall ranking
in search engine and directories. ARISTOCRAT SERVICES's design team specializes in
designing all types of business stationery, Brochures, Letterheads/envelopes, posters, flyers,
catalogs, print advertisements and other business media product for both online and offline
usages. So if you are in need of an outstanding visual tool to convey your unique business
message or identity, you can trust ARISTOCRAT SERVICES graphic designers to deliver it
for you

Website And Application For Mobile
Aristocrat Service's aim is to be at the very forefront of Mobile & Smartphone
application development as soon as possible. The combination of multi-touch,
accelerometers and mobile application design can be a heady mix and we
are immensely excited by the potential of and the opportunities presented by
various mobile open source programme. Our app development process
begins and ends with you. You are everything to us, and our pool of dedicated
Mobile & Smartphone developers provides you with the capacity and
capability to meet your internal goals and promises to your customers as well.
From the time you approach us with the requirement to create an app to the
time it's publicly released on the Apps Store, our entire process is built around
your needs. Be sure to get in touch with us to find out more about how our
development process works and how we can help you take your business to
the next level.
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Mobile & Smartphone Web And Apps
In addition to developing apps and games for the Mobile & Smartphone, our
team of designers and developers are at the cutting edge of web development
trends. As technologies and frameworks emerge, our Mobile & Smartphone
web developers work to make sure it renders perfectly on the Mobile &
Smartphone. Our Mobile & Smartphone web developers work to make sure
that the user experience we offer is easy to use and beautiful to look at,
ensuring you have repeat visitors. Our developers are familiar with all the
key languages and technologies when it comes to web development for the
Mobile & Smartphone and our apps are not just great across platforms, they
also work as great as they look.
our Mobile & Smartphone engineers and developers will work relentlessly to
make your Mobile & Smartphone application the best it can be. The
programmers at our in-house studio have a variety of skills in the Mobile &
Smartphone Software Development Kit (SDK) and thanks to our resources,
we create feature-laden and aesthetically pleasing at once. But our
commitment doesn't end there; we want to make the user experience of our
Mobile & Smartphone apps so immersive that it builds customer loyalty
among its users. Using the Mobile & Smartphone is a joy. Why should your
app not give off some of that joy as well?
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Why Aristocrat Services In Brief ?
•Manpower

•Extensive Experience

•Satisfaction Guaranteed

1040 Sandtown Road, Bldg - B#6, Marietta, GA 30008, USA.
Tel - 001-770-792-0036, Fax - 001-800-714-4671, Email - info@aristotec.com
Web - www.aristotec.com

